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"If you want to go fast, go alone;"If you want to go fast, go alone;   
but if you want to go far, go TOGETHER"but if you want to go far, go TOGETHER"
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Give Today!Give Today!

TOGETHER WE GIVE OPPORTUNITY 
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           Ally joined the OW Family just over eight years ago and at that time
could only imagine where her path may lead. With an open mind, a little
guidance and the willingness to take a leap of faith, she seized the
challenge to step into a role she never dreamt of...she was EMPOWERED!
Invited to join in a partnership between TruForm Precision Machinery
and Opportunity Works, Ally quickly immersed herself in the Tru Form
culture, the world of machining, and excelled! Although always part of
the team, she shined and sought advancement. With meticulous teaching
and training, coupled with support from both Opportunity Works and
TruForm, Ally, now a part of the TruForm Family, performs an array of
mechanical tasks daily, including Laser Etch and Heil Coil Press
machinery operations and is poised to become a skilled addition to the
Tru Form Precision Machinery team in the future...her life is CHANGED!
Opportunity Works, TruForm Precision Machinery and valued supporters
like YOU empower people and change lives! 

Together, WE GIVE OPPORTUNITY! 

-Jaimie Bezanson, Vice President of Operations-Jaimie Bezanson, Vice President of Operations-Jaimie Bezanson, Vice President of Operations    
TruForm Precision Manufacturing, Plaistow, NHTruForm Precision Manufacturing, Plaistow, NHTruForm Precision Manufacturing, Plaistow, NH
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